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Abstract

Using detailed credit and employment data for the United States, I examine the

effect of peer financial distress on individual leverage and borrowing behavior. I use

health-shocks to identify plausibly exogeneous financial distress situations and find

that peer financial distress leads to a decline in individual leverage and debt. This

decline occurs as individuals borrow less on the intensive margin following peer dis-

tress, and not because they prepay their existing debt. As a result, individuals are

less likely to become delinquent, and have better credit scores following peer dis-

tress. The heterogeneity in responses suggests that individuals borrow less following

peer distress because they update their beliefs, and assign a higher probability on the

likelihood of experiencing negative economic shocks or associate greater costs to ex-

periencing distress. I find inconsistent results with alternative mechanisms like peer

effects of debt, keeping up with the Joneses, and risk sharing motives. Overall, these

results highlight the role of beliefs in determining household debt and leverage.
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1 Introduction

The role of household debt in precipitating the Great Recession has heightened interest

in understanding the determinants (and consequences) of household leverage.1 How-

ever, most studies and public discussions that examine these determinants focus, almost

exclusively, on the supply-side factors to explain both - levels and trends - in household

leverage.2 The demand side factors that contribute to household leverage are not well

understood, and remain under-examined.3 Moreover the level of household leverage

(and unsecured debt) itself remains a puzzle as “no extant model, whether neoclassical

or behavioral, can generate enough credit card debt” (Zinman (2016)).

This paper documents the role of an individual’s peers in shaping household demand

for debt by examining the effect of peer defaults on individual borrowing behavior. Peer

defaults provide an ideal setting to evaluate peers’ influences on household financial deci-

sions because they may affect individuals in different ways. If peers strategically default,

individuals may learn that it is not so costly to do so and increase borrowing. On the other

hand, they may learn that it is more costly than they expected and decrease borrowing.

I find that individuals whose peers experience a liquidity shock and default, have lower

leverage, borrow less, and are less likely to become delinquent following the peers’ ex-

perience of financial distress. I further find evidence suggesting that individuals update

their beliefs following their peers’ experience of financial distress, and reduce borrowing,

as they now assign a higher probability to experiencing a negative economic shock or

associate greater costs to experiencing financial distress.

The empirical analysis in the paper leverages a novel dataset on individual credit pro-

1Researchers have documented that leverage has substantial effects on various household decisions
including labor supply (Bernstein [2016]), entreprenuerial activity (Adelino, Schoar, and Severino [2015]),
employment oppourtunities (Bos, Breza, and Liberman [2015]), labor income (Debbie and Song [2015]),
household consumption and investment decisions (Bhutta, Dokko, and Shan [2010], Cunningham and Reed
[2013], Foote, Gerardi, and Willen [2008], Fuster and Willen [2013], Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales [2013],
Mian, Rao, and Sufi [2013]), and mortgage defaults (Scharlemann and Shore [2016]).

2For instance lax standards of the banking sector, transfer of risks, and the resulting lack of discipline
in applying sound banking standards (e.g. Demyanyk and Van Hemert [2012], Mian and Sufi [2009])

3A notable exception is Georgarakos, Haliassos, and Pasini [2014] who use survey data for the Nether-
lands and examine the role of peer effects in determining household debt.
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files and employment history. The data comes from an anonymous major financial insti-

tution that I refer to as ‘The Provider’ who is involved in the collection and transmission

of data on the credit histories and employment of individuals within the U.S.. The credit

data includes anonymized information on the credit histories of all individuals in the

U.S., including historical information on all their credit accounts, credit scores, and ZIP-

codes of residence. The employment data covers millions of employees across the U.S.

from over 5,000 firms and includes anonymized information on the employee’s wages,

job tenure, and firm level details. This is one of the first papers to use such detailed credit

and employment data on the U.S. population.

The granularity of the data allows me to identify peers in great detail. Where most

of the literature defines peers as individuals living in the same region (e.g. ZIPcode), I

define peers as individuals living in the same ZIPcode and employed at the same firm

with the same job title. For example, two factory workers employed at the same factory

and living in the same ZIPcode, or two waiters employed at the same restaurant and

living in the same ZIPcode are peers in my setting. Thus, I examine the effect of financial

distress experience of an individual on other individuals living in the same ZIPcode and

employed at the same firm with the same job title.

The study of the relation between peer financial distress and individual borrowing

behavior poses significant identification challenges. The main challenge is that an under-

lying common factor may cause financial distress to one individual and affect borrowing

behavior of their peers simultaneously. For example, an economic shock to the firm can

affect income for all employees, thus causing financial distress to all peers simultaneously.

I address these identification threats by using ‘healthshocks’ to identify plausible idiosyn-

cratic shocks to certain individuals that are not correlated to financial conditions of their

peers. I use these healthshocks in a difference-in-differences methodology that compares

changes in borrowing behavior for individuals whose peers defaulted on their medical

bills, before and after default (i.e. treatment), to similar changes for similar individuals

employed at the same firm with the same job title but at a different location and living
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in a different state whose peers did not default (i.e. control individuals). To ensure that I

isolate defaults arising from liquidity shocks and not regular monthly medical payments,

I confine myself to defaults on amounts greater than $10,000 which is much greater than

the average monthly healthcare expenditure of approximately $1500 for U.S. individuals.

Most specifications include a quadratic term in income to further control for common

economic shocks to peers.

I find that leverage, defined by debt-to-income and debt-to-asset ratios, declines for

individuals whose peers default on their medical bills. This effect is economically sig-

nificant as the decline in debt-to-income (debt-to-asset) ratio is 4% (14.8%) greater for

individuals whose peers default on their medical bills relative to similar individuals em-

ployed at the same firm with the same job title whose peers did not default. This decline

in leverage is driven by a decline in all forms of debt - credit card debt, auto loans, and

home loans. Credit card debt for treated individuals declines by $210 (5.1%), while auto

and home loans decline by respectively, $194 (3.2%) and $5,160 (4.2%) more than control

individuals during the months following peer financial distress.

Individuals whose peers default on their medical bills may have lower debt relative

to control individuals if they prepay more, or borrow and consume less following peer

default. I find results consistent with the latter where individuals reduce the amount

of new debt originations in the intensive margin, i.e. they are not less likely to origi-

nate new loans but they originate smaller loans. Specifically, individuals whose peers

default spend $62 (6.9%) less on their credit cards every month, thus reducing their credit

card utilization by 1.9 percentage points (5.4%) more than control individuals during the

months following peer default. However, they are not less likely to open new credit card

accounts compared to control individuals. Similarly they are also not less likely to origi-

nate new auto and home loans, but tend to originate smaller loans. On average, auto and

home loan origination amount for treated individuals are respectively, 3.2% ($365) and

4.9% ($9,284) smaller than control individuals during months following peer default.

Next, I examine the effect of peer financial distress on loan performance and credit
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scores. If treated individuals make more prudent borrowing decisions following peer

default, one would expect to find lower delinquency and better credit scores for them rel-

ative to the control group. Consistent with this conjecture, I find that treated individuals

are 10% less likely to become delinquent than control individuals during months follow-

ing peer default. As a result, credit scores for these individuals are, on average, 10 points

higher than the control group.

To examine if the underlying channel for the effect of peer financial distress on indi-

vidual borrowing behavior comes from changes in beliefs and preferences, I explore the

heterogeneity in treatment effects for individuals with different levels of ex-ante leverage

and credit card utilization. I find that peer financial distress affects borrowing behavior

only for individuals with above median level of ex-ante leverage and credit card utiliza-

tion. This suggests that as individuals update their beliefs and assign a higher probability

to experiencing negative economic shocks following peer distress, those who are closer

to default (i.e. have higher ex-ante leverage and credit card utilization) reduce their bor-

rowing significantly more than individuals who are far from default. This is expected

because negative shocks would be more costly for individuals closer to default. How-

ever, these findings may also be consistent with changes in risk preferences. If individ-

uals with higher ex-ante leverage and credit card utilization are less risk averse before

treatment, changes in risk aversion, owing to peer financial distress, may be greater for

these individuals, thus leading to a larger reduction in borrowing for them.

I further investigate this channel by examining the heterogeneity in treatment effects

for individuals with different levels of income and access to liquidity. If individuals up-

date their beliefs and assign a higher probability to experiencing a negative liquidity

shock following peers’ default, the treatment effect should be more pronounced for in-

dividuals with lesser means to absorb such a shock. In line with this argument, I find

that the effect of peer financial distress on individual borrowing behavior is significantly

greater for individuals with below median level of income and access to liquidity. On

the other hand, the changes in risk aversion channel doesn’t have a clear prediction for
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the heterogeneity of treatment effect by levels of income and access to liquidity. If any-

thing, individuals with higher income are likely to be less risk averse before treatment,

and hence one might expect the effect of changes in risk aversion to be greater for these

individuals. But the results are inconsistent with this prediction. These findings sug-

gest that the effect of peer financial distress on individual borrowing behavior is driven

by individuals updating their beliefs on the probability (and cost) of facing a negative

economic shock.

Though the findings so far establish ‘changes in beliefs’ as a mechanism through

which peer financial distress affects individual borrowing, I also examine some other

channels that may contribute to this effect. Specifically, I consider three other mechanisms

documented in the extant literature that may drive these findings. First, individuals may

borrow less if the debt level declines for their peers following default, i.e. ‘peer effects

of household debt’, documented in Georgarakos et al. [2014].4 Second, lower borrow-

ing for treated individuals may be driven by peer effects of consumption documented in

the literature (for e.g. Agarwal, Qian, and Zou [2017], Kuhn, Kooreman, Soetevent, and

Kapteyn [2011]). Peers’ consumption is likely to decline following financial distress and

if treated individuals consume less owing to the ‘keeping up with the Joneses’ channel,

they may end up borrowing less.5 Third, peer financial distress may affect individual

borrowing through a risk sharing mechanism where individuals help their peers during

financial distress. This mechanism would predict that individuals consume (and borrow)

less following their peers’ default because they use a part of their savings to help the peers

and hence experience a liquidity outflow themselves.

Each of these three mechanisms would predict that the effect of peer financial distress

on individual borrowing behavior will be greater for individuals whose peers experience

a larger shock. In addition, if individuals reduce borrowing because they update their

beliefs on the cost of facing a negative shock, one would also expect the treatment effects
4It is likely that the debt level may decline for peers following default because their credit score declines

and they may find it more difficult to borrow.
5‘Keeping up with the Joneses’ channel states that peers’ consumption is an important determinant of

an individual’s consumption as she attempts to match up to her peers.
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to be more pronounced for larger economic shocks to the peers. However, I find results

that are not consistent with this common prediction. Specifically, I find no heterogeneity

in the treatment effect based on the size of the shock as measured by the default amount.

Overall these results suggest that peer financial distress affects individual borrowing as

individuals update their beliefs on the likelihood of experiencing a negative economic

shock following peer default.

Summarizing, this analysis documents results consistent with a significant role of be-

liefs in determining household debt and leverage. Individuals whose peers default on

their unexpected medical bills have lower leverage and borrow less compared to similar

individuals employed at the same firm with the same job title but at a different location

and living in a different state whose peers did not default. As a result these individuals

are less likely to become delinquent and have higher credit scores. This effect is stronger

for individuals with above median ex-ante leverage and credit utilization, and below me-

dian income and access to liquidity, suggesting that the effect is driven by individuals

updating their beliefs on the likelihood of experiencing a negative economic shock.

This paper makes four important contributions. First, this analysis is related to the

literature that examines the determinants of household leverage. Most studies in this lit-

erature focus on supply side factors like lax standards of the banking sector, transfer of

risks, and the resulting lack of discipline in applying sound banking standards (e.g. De-

myanyk and Van Hemert [2012], Mian and Sufi [2009]). However a notable exception is

Georgarakos et al. [2014] who use survey data for the Netherlands and examine the role

of peer effects in determining household debt. The results documented in this paper con-

tribute to this literature by highlighting the role of beliefs and preferences about economic

outcomes in determining household debt and leverage. These results are consistent with

the notion that individuals are over-levered (i.e. the level of household debt is much

higher than predicted by the existing models) because they under-estimate the likelihood

of experiencing a negative economic outcome. However, individual borrowing declines

as they learn from peers’ financial distress experience, update their beliefs and assign a
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higher probability to experiencing a negative economic outcome following peer default.

Second, the results documented here contribute to a research effort analyzing how

individuals form preferences and beliefs about economic outcomes. One popular expla-

nation is that beliefs and preferences are shaped by individuals’ own - recent and past

- experiences (e.g., Anagol, Balasubramaniam, and Ramadorai [2016], Bernile, Bhagwat,

and Rau [2017], Bharath and Cho [2017], Choi, Laibson, Madrian, and Metrick [2009],

Knupfer, Rantapuska, and Sarvimaki [2017], Malmendier and Nagel [2011, 2016]). How-

ever, a closely related paper in this literature by Bailey, Cao, Kuchler, and Stroebel [2017]

uses data for individuals based in Los Angeles and documents that house price experi-

ences within social networks contribute in the formation of individuals’ housing market

expectations. In contrast, this paper uses data on the entire U.S. population and docu-

ments the role of peer financial distress in shaping individuals’ beliefs about experienc-

ing negative economic outcomes, and their borrowing behavior. Thus, I contribute to this

literature by documenting that individual preferences and beliefs are not only shaped by

individuals’ own experiences, but also by their peers’ experiences.

Third, this paper is also related to the literature that examines the peer effects in vari-

ous types of financial choices like retirement savings (Beshears, Choi, Laibson, Madrian,

and Milkman [2015], Duflo and Saez [2002]), consumption (Agarwal et al. [2017], Kuhn

et al. [2011]), household debt (Georgarakos et al. [2014]), loan repayments (Breza [2016a,b])

and stock market participation (Brown, Ivkovic, Smith, and Weisbenner [2008], Hong,

Kubik, and Stein [2004], Kaustia and Knupfer [2012]). I contribute to this literature by

highlighting a new underlying mechanism through which peers can affect individual be-

havior and choices. Finally, I introduce a new instrument (shock) that can be used to

isolate plausibly exogenous financial distress situations in future research.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section I outline the empirical

methodology used in the paper. Section 3 describes the data used in the analysis and

provides summary statistics. In section 4, I present the main empirical results. Section 5

discusses the heterogeneity in treatment effects and Section 6 concludes.
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2 Empirical Methodology

I use a difference-in-differences framework to evaluate the potential impact of peer finan-

cial distress on individual borrowing. This methodology compares changes in outcome

variables between the periods before and after default for individuals whose peers de-

faulted on medical bills worth greater than $10,000, to similar changes for similar indi-

viduals employed at the same firm with the same job title but at a different location and

living in a different state whose peers did not default. Peers in this setting are defined

as individuals living in the same ZIPcode at the same time who are also employed at the

same firm with the same job title.6 The underlying assumption of this framework is that,

if not for peer defaults, the two sets of individuals would follow parallel trends; that is,

the change in outcome y for individuals whose peer default on a liquidity shock would

have been the same as for similar individuals whose peers did not default.

Thus, I estimate variants of the following model:

y

it

= d
i

+ d
t

+ b ⇥ PeerShock + g ⇥ X

it

+ e
it

(1)

where the dependent variable y

it

represents different borrowing characteristics for indi-

vidual i in year-month t. The main dependent variables are leverage (debt-to-income and

debt-to-asset ratios), credit card spending, loan origination amounts, payments, credit

score, account openings for individual i as of end of month t, and a dummy variable that

takes a value of one for an individual i if they become more than 90 days late on their

payment in month t. The debt-to-income ratio is calculated as the ratio of total debt at

end of the month and monthly income. The debt-to-asset ratio is calculated as the ratio of

total debt at end of the month and house price for homeowners, where house price is the

median house price at the ZIPcode level for month t obtained from Corelogic. Account

openings is calculated as a dummy variable that takes a value of one for individual i if

6Thus, two factory workers employed at the same factory and living in the same ZIPcode or two waiters
working at the same restaurant chain living in the same ZIPcode qualify as peers in this setting.
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she opens a new account during month t.

The main dependent variable in the analysis is PeerShock which is a dummy variable

that takes a value of one for individual i if her peer experiences a healthshock and de-

faults on their medical bills during the months following default. I obtain information

on individuals’ medical bills from collections database maintained by my data provider

that has information on all accounts owned by collection agencies in the U.S. Collection

agencies, also know as debt collectors, are businesses or other entities that specialize in

debt collection, i.e. they pursue payments of debts owed by individuals or businesses.

In the U.S., the collection agencies purchase medical bills that are past due for at least

six months from various hospitals and healthcare institutions. Thus, I impute the date

of healthshock (i.e. treatment) as six months before the account was first reported under

collections.

The specification includes a set of control variables, X

it

, including a quadratic term in

monthly income that controls for common economic factors that may affect all peers and

age that controls for life cycle effects. d
i

are individual fixed effects whose inclusion en-

sures that the coefficient of interest b is estimated using only within individual variation

in the dependent variable and d
t

are year-month fixed effects that control for economy

wide time trends. The standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity and autocorre-

lation, and are clustered at the individual level.

The coefficient on PeerShock compares changes in the dependent variable before and

after peer default for individuals whose peers defaulted to similar changes for similar

individuals whose peers did not default.

To examine the dynamics of the effect of peer financial distress on individual borrow-

ing and to test for parallel trends before treatment (i.e. pre-trends), I also estimate the

following dynamic difference-in-differences model:

y

it

= d
i

+ d
t

+
�1

Â
s=�13

b
s

⇥ Pre � PeerShock(�s) +
13

Â
s=0

b
s

⇥ PeerShock(s) + g ⇥ X

it

+ e
it

(2)
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where the subcripts and dependent variables are same as before, but the main inde-

pendent variable has been interacted with event time. Specifically, Pre � PeerShock(�s)

(PeerShock(s)) is a dummy variable that takes a value of one for individual i, ‘s’ years before

(after) their peers default on liquidity shock. Since there are individual-month obser-

vations more than thirteen months before and after peer default, there is one dummy

variable each for multiple months at the two end points. That is, Pre � PeerShock(�13)

(PeerShock(13)) equals one for individual i, for all months greater than and equal to thir-

teen months before (after) peer default. The model is fully saturated with the month

three months before peer default as the excluded category. That is I don’t include Pre �

PeerShock(�3) in the specification. Therefore, the coefficients on Pre� PeerShock(�s) (PeerShock(s))

compare the change in the dependent variable between ‘s’ months before (after) peer de-

fault and three months before the default to similar changes for similar individuals whose

peer did not default.

3 Data

3.1 Sample Construction

This paper leverages a novel dataset on individual credit profiles and employment infor-

mation from an anonymous major financial institution, whom I refer to as ‘The Provider’,

involved in the collection and transmission of data on credit histories and employment

for individuals within the U.S. This is one of the first papers to use such detailed credit

and employment data on the US population.

The anonymized credit data contains information on the credit histories for all indi-

viduals with a credit history in the U.S for the period between 2010-2015. This includes

anonymous information on historical credit scores along with disagreggated individual

credit-account level information such as account type (e.g. credit card, home loan, etc.),

borrower location, account age, total borrowing, account balance, any missed or late pay-

ments, and information on accounts under ‘collections’. The employment data covers
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millions of individuals from more than 5,000 employers in the U.S. and includes anony-

mous information on each each employee’s wages, salary, bonus, average hours worked,

job tenure, firm level details, and whether the employee remains employed at the firm at

a given point in time.

I begin with the collections database under credit profiles data that has information

on all accounts under collections for the entire population in the U.S. From this database,

I select accounts classified as ‘medical bills’ that were reported to be under collections

between 2011-2014 with the collections amount of at least $10,000.7 I confine myself to

accounts with large collection amounts in order to ensure that these are defaults on un-

expected health shocks and not scheduled monthly payments. I then merge this dataset

with the remaining credit profiles dataset and the employment data.

Next, I identify peers for every individual in this subset of the collections database

by identifying individuals that live in the same ZIPcode and are employed at the same

firm with the same job title as individuals who defaulted on their medical bills. Further,

I find control individuals for each peer by identifying individuals employed at the same

firm with the same job title as the peers but at a different location and living in a different

state whose peers did not default (i.e. peers of the control individuals never default on

their medical bills during the entire sample period). I then merge credit and employment

information for the peer and control group to obtain a panel over the 72 month period

between 2010-2015. This results in a sample of 9,495,685 observations with 30,260 and

97,209 individuals belonging to the peer and control group, respectively, associated with

9,886 individuals who defaulted on their medical bills.

The ZIPcode level house price data used in the analysis comes from Corelogic which

provides house price indices for the period between 1976-2015 along with median house

prices for months where there was at least one property transaction for the particular

ZIPcode.

7I don’t include year 2010 (2015) in order to have at least twelve months of data before (after) first (last)
treatment.
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3.2 Sample Description & Statistics

Figure 1 shows the distribution of healthshocks in the sample across geography and time.

Panel A plots the number of individuals living in different counties who experienced

heathshocks in the sample aggregated at the county of their residence. These individuals

reside in over 2,000 counties, thus being geographically dispersed across the U.S., with

most counties being home to only 3-4 individuals. This shows that the healthshocks used

in the analysis are not concentrated to certain areas, and hence are plausibly not driven

by regional economic shocks.

Panel B plots the number of healthshocks occuring during different months between

Jan, 2011 and Dec, 2014. These shocks are dispersed over the entire period with a mini-

mum of 39 and maximum of 123 shocks occuring during any given month. However, it

is worth noting that while the number of medical payment defaults remain stable during

the first half of the sample, they significantly decline during the second half following the

implementation of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) in 2013. This suggests that as more in-

dividuals get health insurance coverage following the ACA, they are better able to absorb

the costs associated with healthshocks without defaulting on their medical bills.

Table 1 reports summary statistics for the variables used in the analysis. The sample

has a total of 9,495,685 individual-month observations. The top panel reports summary

statistics for the outcome variables. The mean debt-to-income ratio in the sample is 2.2

while the mean debt-to-asset ratio is 0.41. The mean total debt in the sample is $61,469

which is significantly lower than average individual debt in the U.S. The mean credit card

debt among individuals with an open credit card account is $4,115 while the mean home

loan amount among individuals with an open mortgage amount is $122,692, which are

both respectively lower than the average credit card and mortgage debt for U.S. individ-

uals.

The remainder of the Panel A reports statistics for characteristics of different types of

debt, loan performance and credit score. The mean likelihood of opening a new credit

account in any given month is 1%, while that of opening new auto and home loan ac-
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count is 0.1% and 0.01% respectively. The monthly payments made by individuals on

different types of debt is not available for a large fraction of the entire sample. However,

conditional on data availability, the mean credit card monthly payment in the sample is

$895 while mean payments made on auto and home loan accounts are $447 and $1712

respectively.

The variable Pastdueamount gives the amount on which an individual became delin-

quent. The mean past due amount for credit cards, conditional on becoming delinquent,

is $2,293 while that for auto loans is $4,442. The mean credit card utilization is 36%, mean

credit card spending is $897, and the mean auto and home loan origination amounts are

$11,237 and $187,805 respectively. The variable Delinquency measures delinquency rate,

i.e. it is defined as a dummy variable that takes a value of one during the months when

an individual becomes more than 90 days late on any account. The average monthly

delinquency rate in the sample is 1%. Finally, the median credit score in the sample is

678, which is similar to the median credit score for the U.S. population of 687.

Panel B of Table 1 reports statistics for the control and cross-sectional variables. The

median monthly income in the sample is $2,751 which is lower than the median income

for the U.S. population of $4,648.8 Since, an individual’s borrowing capacity is highly

correlated with their income, the lower median income in the sample plausibly explains

the lower average debt for individuals in the sample compared to the average debt for

U.S. individuals. Further, the lower income in the sample suggests that individuals with

lower income are more likely to default on their medical bills, and hence their peers with

similar income are more likely to be in the sample. The mean default amount is $21,518

which suggests that peers of treated individuals in the sample experience a substantial

financial shock.

Table 2 compares summary statistics for different characteristics of the treated and

control groups in the sample where all variables are calculated for the month which is

three months before treatment (i.e. the base month in the analysis). The last column re-

8Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015
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ports the difference in means between the two groups, across different dimensions, along

with the statistical significance. The estimates suggest that treated and control groups

are statistically similar along all dimensions, except age. The average treated individual

is 47.45 days younger than the average control individual. To ensure that this difference

doesn’t bias the analysis, I control for age in various specifications and find that the esti-

mates are not sensitive to controlling for it.

3.3 Costs of Medical Default

In this subsection, I discuss the costs associated with defaulting on medical bills in terms

of reduced access to credit following default. However, it is worth noting that there may

also be some other costs associated with such defaults, for e.g. reputational costs in so-

cial circles, psychological costs of receiving repeated communication from the collection

agencies etc.

Table 3 reports estimates for the effect of medial defaults on access to credit, mea-

sured by credit scores and new account openings. Column (1) shows that credit score

declines by over 16 points following default.9 This change may be large enough to move

an individual from being prime to sup-prime. Such individuals may subsequently find

it difficult to borrow and originate new loans. Consistent with this conjecture, I find that

credit card and auto loan originations (Columns (2) and (3)) decline, respectively, by 0.3

and 0.1 pp following default. This effect is economically very large as it corresponds to

a decline of respectively, 33% and 100% in credit card and auto loan originations relative

to the sample means. These results suggest that access to credit declines for individuals

following medical defaults.

In Columns (4)-(6), I examine if this decline in access to credit is different for individu-

als who default on different amounts by interacting the De f ault variable with dummy vari-

9Default is defined as medical bills being reported to be under collections, i.e. the variable De f ault

takes a value of one for months after the medical bills are reported to be under collections. In the U.S.,
medical bills are reported to be under collections on the credit report only after six months of the first
missed payment. On the contrary, the variable PeerDe f ault takes a value of one for the months following
the first missed payment because this represents the time when the individual experienced the shock.
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ables, Above and Below, that take the value of one for individuals who default on amounts

that are, respectively, above and below the median default amount. Column (4) finds that

credit score declines by over 20 points for individuals with above median level of default

amounts while it only declines by 12 points for individuals who default on below median

level of default amounts. Similarly, in Columns (5) and (6), I find that new credit card and

auto loan originations decline significantly more for individuals who default on above

median level of default amounts.

Overall, these results suggest that access to credit declines for individuals following

medical defaults and this decline is larger for individuals who default on larger amonnts.

4 Empirical Results

In this section, I examine the effect of peer financial distress on individual borrowing be-

havior. If individuals update their beliefs on the likelihood (or cost) of experiencing a

negative economic outcome or their preferences change following peer financial distress,

they may reduce borrowing and take on less financial risks. To test this conjecture, I in-

vestigate the effect of peer financial distress on individual leverage, different components

of debt, likelihood of originating new debt, loan performance and credit score.

4.1 Peer Financial Distress & Individual Debt

Table 4 reports estimates for the effect of peer financial distress on individual leverage

estimated using variants of Equation 1. The analysis uses two different measures of in-

dividual leverage - debt-to-income and debt-to-asset ratios. Debt-to-income ratio is cal-

culated as the ratio of total debt at end of the month and monthly income, while debt-to-

asset ratio is calculated as the ratio of total debt at end of the month and house price for

homeowners. Column (1) reports the estimates for the effect of peer financial distress on

debt-to-income ratio using a specification that does not include income and age controls.

The coefficient shows that debt-to-income ratio declines by 4 percentage points (pp) more
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for treated individuals relative to the control group following peer financial distress. The

magnitude of the effect is economically significant as it corresponds to a decline of 1.8%

relative to the mean debt-to-income ratio in the sample. Column (3) reports similar es-

timates for the specification that includes income and age controls, and finds a stronger

result as the estimate corresponds to a decline in debt-to-income ratio of 8.7pp (3.9% of

the mean) for treated individuals relative to the control group.

The estimates reported in columns (2) and (4) show a similar effect of peer financial

distress on debt-to-asset ratio. The coefficient in column (2) shows that debt-to-asset ratio

for individuals whose peers default on their medical bills declines by 6.8 pp more than

similar individuals employed at the same firm with the same job title but at a different

location and living in a different state whose peers did not default. This effect is econom-

ically large as it corresponds to a decline of 14.8% relative to the mean debt-to-asset ratio

in the sample. In column (4), I include income and age controls and find similar effect.

The underlying assumption in my estimations is that, if not for peer defaults, the two

sets of individuals would follow parallel trends; that is, the change in outcome y for indi-

viduals whose peer default on a liquidity shock would have been the same as for similar

individuals whose peers did not default. Though this assumption cannot be empirically

verified for the period post treatment, I test it for the period before treatment by esti-

mating the effect of peer financial distress on individual leverage using Equation 2. This

estimation also allows me to explore the dynamics of the treatment effect.

Figure 2 plots coefficients for debt-to-income (panel A) and debt-to-asset (panel B) ra-

tios estimated using Equation 2 for 12 months around peer default. The horizontal axis

represents months relative to peer default and the vertical axis represents the magnitude

of the coefficient estimates. Since, I omit the month which is three months prior to peer de-

fault as the base month, the figure plots the estimates from twelve to four months before,

and from two months before to twelve months after peer default. The vertical bars rep-

resent confidence intervals at 95% level. The estimates for the period before peer default

are not statistically different from zero. This shows that the trend in individual leverage
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for treated and control individuals are statistically indistinguishable for the period before

treatment. However, the estimates show that individual leverage declines significantly

during the months following peer default and the effect lasts for long time.

In Table 5, I examine the effect of peer financial distress on individual debt estimated

using variants of Equation 1. Columns (1) and (5) report estimates for the effect on total

debt which includes all types of individual level debt like credit card, auto, mortgage, stu-

dent loans, personal loans, home equity line of credit and business line of credit amongst

others. The coefficient in column (1) shows that total debt for individuals whose peers

default declines by $2,134 more than individuals whose peers did not default. As before,

this effect is economically significant as it corresponds to 3.5% relative to the mean level

of debt. Column (5) finds similar result for the specification that includes income and

age controls. The remaining columns explore the effects of three different types of debt -

credit card, auto and mortgage. Columns (2) and (3) find that credit card debt and auto

debt decline by respectively $210 (5.1% of the mean) and $194 (3.2% of the mean) more

for individuals whose peers default than for individuals whose peers did not default.

Similarly, column (4) finds that mortgage debt declines by $5,158 (4.2% of the mean) for

the treated individuals relative to the control group. In columns (6) through (8), I include

income and age controls in the specification and find similar estimates.

Figure 3 plots coefficients for different types of individual debt estimated using Equa-

tion 2. As before, the horizontal axis represents months relative to peer default and the

vertical axis represents the magnitude of the coefficient estimates. The estimates for the

period before peer default are not statistically different from zero suggesting that the

trend in different types of debt for treated and control individuals are statistically in-

distinguishable for the period before treatment. However, the estimates show that debt

declines significantly for treated individuals during the months following peer default

and the effect lasts for long time.
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4.2 How do Individuals reduce debt?

Individuals whose peers default on their medical bills may have lower debt relative to

control individuals following peer default due to two different reasons - either they pre-

pay more, or borrow and consume less. To test the mechanism that drives lower debt for

treated individuals, I examine the effect of peer financial distress on different debt charac-

teristics including loan originations, loan origination amount, payments, and credit card

spending.

Table 6 reports estimates for the effect of peer financial distress on different debt char-

acteristics. In Panel A, I report these estimates for credit card debt. The estimates reported

in Columns (1) and (5) show that individuals whose peers default are not less likely to

originate new credit card accounts compared to individuals whose peers did not default.

However, as reported in column (2), credit card utilization declines by 1.9 pp more for

treated individuals relative to the control group following peer financial distress. This ef-

fect is economically significant as it corresponds to 5.4% of the mean utilization. Column

(6) finds similar estimates for the specification that includes income and age controls. This

decline in credit card utilization is driven by a decline in spending. Column (3) shows that

credit card spending declines by $62 (6.9% of the mean) more for treated individuals rel-

ative to the control group. Interestingly, driven by lower credit card spending, credit card

payments also decline more for treated individuals following peer default.

Panel B of Table 6 reports estimates for the effect of peer default on auto loan char-

acteristics. As before, individuals whose peers default on their medical bills are not less

likely to originate new auto loans than the control group (Columns (1) and (4)). However,

conditional on originating a new auto loan, treated individuals borrow $365 less than

the control group (Columns (2) and (5)). This effect is economically significant as it corre-

sponds to 3.2% of the mean auto loan origination amount. In columns (3) and (6), I find no

statistical difference in loan payments for the treated and control groups, thus suggesting

that lower auto debt amongst the treated individuals is driven by lower borrowing.

Panel C reports similar results for home loan characteristics. The likelihood of new
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loan originations is not statistically different for the treated and control groups, as re-

ported in Columns (1) and (4). However, individuals whose peers default borrow $9,284

less than individuals whose peers did not default (Column (2)). As before, this effect

is economically significant as it corresponds to 4.9% of the mean home loan origination

amount. I find even stronger results for the specification used in Column (5) that includes

income and age controls. The payment amount for the treated individuals is lower than

the control group following peer default.

Figure 4 plots coefficients for the effect of peer default on credit card spending, and

auto and home loan origination amounts estimated using Equation 2. The horizontal axis

represents months relative to peer default and the vertical axis represents the magnitude

of the coefficient estimates. As before, the estimates for the period before peer default

are not statistically different from zero suggesting that the trend in different types of debt

for treated and control individuals are statistically indistinguishable for the period before

treatment. However, credit card spending, and auto and home loan origination amount

significantly decline for treated individuals during the months following peer default and

the effect lasts for long time.

Overall, these results suggest that debt levels for individuals whose peers default de-

cline more than the control group because these individuals borrow less, and not because

they prepay their existing debt. This behavior is expected in this setting because treated

individuals don’t receive any additional cash which can be used to prepay their outstand-

ing debt.

4.3 Delinquencies and Credit Scores

If treated individuals make more prudent borrowing decisions following peer default,

one would expect them to have better loan performance. I test this conjecture in Table 7.

Panel A examines the effect of peer default on the likelihood of delinquency and credit

scores. Column (1) reports estimates for the effect on the likelihood of delinquency (on

any type of loan), and finds that individuals whose peers default are 0.1 pp less likely to
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become delinquent in a given month than individuals whose peers did not default. This

effect is economically significant as it corresponds to a decline of 10% relative to the mean

deliquency rate in the sample. Column (3) finds the same result for the specification that

includes income and age controls. In Column (2), I report estimates for the effect on credit

score and find that credit score for treated individuals increases by 10 points more than

control individuals following peer default. I find similar estimates for the treatment effect

that controls for income and age controls in Column (4).

Panel B examines the treatment effect on the likelihood of delinquency for differ-

ent types of debt and the delinquent amount (conditional on delinquency). Individuals

whose peers default are 0.1 pp less likely to become delinquent on their credit card debt

in a given month than individuals whose peers did not default (Column (1)). Moreover,

conditional on becoming delinquent, these individuals become delinquent on a smaller

amount (Column (2)). Similarly, in columns (5) and (6), I find that treated individuals are

0.01 pp less likely to become delinquent on their mortgage debt in a given month rela-

tive to the control group, and conditional on becoming delinquent, treated individuals

become delinquent on lower amounts. Surprisingly, I find no such effect for auto loans.

Figure 5 plots coefficients for the effect of peer default on the likelihood of any delin-

quency and credit card delinquency. The horizontal axis represents months relative to

peer default and the vertical axis represents the magnitude of the coefficient estimates.

As before, the estimates for the period before peer default are not statistically different

from zero suggesting that the trend in different types of debt for treated and control indi-

viduals are statistically indistinguishable for the period before treatment. However, the

likelihood of deliquency declines significantly for treated individuals during the months

following peer default and the effect lasts for long time.

Thus, individuals whose peers default perform better on their loans than individuals

whose peers did not default.
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5 Interpretation of Results & Underlying Mechanisms

The results discussed so far show that peer financial distress leads to lower leverage and

likelihood of becoming delinquent, as individuals borrow less during the months follow-

ing peer distress. These findings are consistent with individuals updating their beliefs

on the likelihoood (or cost) of experiencing a negative economic outcome, or their prefer-

ences changing following peer distress experience, but may not be necessarily driven by

these mechanisms. To explore and establish the underlying mechanisms, I examine the

heterogeneity of treatment effect in this section.

5.1 Specification for Identifying Underlying Mechanisms

I use a modified version of Equation 1 to explore the potential underlying mechanisms

and estimate the following specification:

y

it

= d
i

+ d
t

+ b1 ⇥ PeerShock ⇥ Above + b2 ⇥ PeerSchock ⇥ Below + g ⇥ X

it

+ e
it

(3)

where the subcripts and dependent variables are same as before, but the main indepen-

dent variable has been interacted with dummy variables that indicate whether the cross-

sectional variable for individual i is above or below it’s ex-ante median level. Specifically,

Above (Below) is a dummy variable that takes a value of one when the level of the cross-

sectional variable for individual i lies above (below) the median level. The coefficient

b1 (b2) measures the effect of peer financial distress on different dependent variables for

treated individuals, with above (below) median level of the cross-sectional variable, rel-

ative to the control group. The statistic of interest in this specification is the difference

between these coefficients, i.e. b1 � b2, that measures the difference in treatment effect for

treated individuals with different levels of the cross-sectional variable.
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5.2 Beliefs & Preferences

To examine if the underlying channel for the effect of peer financial distress on individual

borrowing behavior comes from changes in beliefs and preferences, I explore the hetero-

geneity in treatment effects for individuals with different levels of ex-ante leverage and

credit card utilization. If individuals update their beliefs and assign a higher probability

to experiencing negative economic shocks following peer distress, one would expect the

effect to be stronger for those individuals who are closer to default, i.e. individuals with

higher ex-ante leverage and credit card utilization. This is because negative shocks would

be more costly for them. This prediction may also be consistent with changes in risk pref-

erences. If individuals with higher ex-ante leverage and credit card utilization are less

risk averse before treatment, changes in risk aversion, owing to peer financial distress,

may be greater for these individuals, and may lead to a larger reduction in borrowing for

them.

Table 8 reports estimates for the heterogeneity in treatment effect for individuals with

different levels of ex-ante leverage (Columns (1)-(3)) and credit card utilization (Columns

(4)-(6)). Both leverage and credit card utilization for estimating cross-sectional hetero-

geneity are calculated for the month that is three months before treatment. Column (1)

reports estimates for the effect on debt-to-income ratio and finds that peer financial dis-

tress affects debt-to-income ratio only for individuals with above median ex-ante lever-

age. The estimate suggests that, relative to the control group, the debt-to-income ratio

declines by 11.4 pp (5.2% of the sample mean) more for treated individuals with above

median level of ex-ante leverage. This effect is much larger than the average effect for

the entire sample. However, the trends in the debt-to-income ratio are not statistically

different between the control group and treated individuals with below median level of

ex-ante leverage. The difference in the treatment effect between the two groups (i.e. the

third difference) is economically large as it corresponds to 7.3% of the sample mean.

Column (2) reports similar results for total debt where I find that total debt declines

by $3,924 (6.38% of the sample mean) more for treated individuals with above median ex-
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ante leverage, relative to the control group, while remaining statistically indistinguishable

for treated individuals with below median level of ex-ante leverage. As before, the differ-

ence in the treatment effect is economically large as it corresponds to 5.33% of the sample

mean. Similarly, delinquency rate declines only for treated individuals with above me-

dian ex-ante leverage and remains statistically indistinguishable for treated individuals

with below median ex-ante leverage.

In Columns (4)-(6), I find similar heterogeneity in treatment effects for individuals

with different levels of ex-ante credit card utilization. Debt-to-income ratio declines by

14.4 pp (6.54% of the sample mean) more for treated individuals with above median level

of ex-ante credit card utilization, relative to the control group, while remaining statisti-

cally similar for treated individuals with below median level of ex-ante credit card utiliza-

tion. The difference in the two treatment effects is significant and corresponds to 3.86%

of the sample mean. Similarly, relative to the control group, total debt declines by $4,244

(6.9% of the sample mean) more for treated individuals with above median credit card

utilization, while it only declines by $2,370 (3.8% of the sample mean) more for treated

individuals with below median credit card utilization. Delinquency rate also declines

only for treated individuals with above median credit card utilization, though the third

difference is not statistically significant.

Overall, these findings are consistent with changes in beliefs and preferences being

the underlying mechanism through which peer financial distress affects individual bor-

rowing behavior. I further investigate this channel by examining the heterogeneity in

treatment effects for individuals with different levels of income and access to liquidity

(credit). If individuals update their beliefs and assign a higher probability to experienc-

ing a negative liquidity shock following peers’ default, the treatment effect should be

more pronounced for individuals with lesser means to absorb such a shock. This would

predict that the effect of peer financial distress on individual borrowing behavior would

be greater for individuals with below median levels of income and access to liquidity

(credit).
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Table 9 tests this conjecture and reports heterogeneity in treatment effects for individ-

uals with different levels of income and access to liquidity (credit). I use credit score as

a measure of access to liquidity, because individuals with good credit scores have better

access to the credit market and can borrow relatively easily when they need liquidity. As

before, I use income and credit scores for the month that is three months before treat-

ment to estimate the cross-sectional heterogeneity. Column (1) reports estimates for the

effect on debt-to-income ratio and finds that peer financial distress has a stronger effect

on debt-to-income ratio for individuals with below median level of income. The differ-

ence in treatment effects (i.e. the third difference) is 8.1 pp which corresponds to 3.68%

of the sample mean. Similarly, the estimates reported in Columns (2) and (3) show that

the treatment effect on total debt and delinquency is larger for individuals with below

median level of income, though the third difference is not statistically significant.

Columns (4) through (6) report similar estimates for the treatment effect for individu-

als with different levels of credit score and find that the effect of peer financial distress on

individual borrowing behavior is concentrated only on individuals with below median

level of credit score. Column (4) reports estimates for the effect on debt-to-income ratio

and finds that, relative to the control group, the debt-to-income ratio declines by 17.5 pp

(7.9% of the sample mean) more for treated individuals with below median level of credit

score. This effect is much larger than the average effect for the entire sample. However,

the trends in the debt-to-income ratio are not statistically different between the control

group and treated individuals with above median level of credit score. The difference

in the treatment effect between the two groups (i.e. the third difference) is economically

large as it corresponds to 9.4% of the sample mean.

In Column (5), I find similar estimates for total debt which shows that, relative to

the control group, total debt declines by $6,634 (10.8% of the sample mean) more for

treated individuals with below median credit score, while it remains statistically indis-

tinguishable for treated individuals with above median credit score. The third difference

is economically large as it corresponds to 11.6% of the sample mean. Delinquency rate
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also declines only for treated individuals with below median credit score and the third

difference corresponds to 50% of the sample mean.

These results are consistent with the prediction arising from the ‘changes in beliefs’

channel. The ‘changes in risk aversion’ channel doesn’t have a clear prediction for the

heterogeneity of treatment effect by levels of income and access to liquidity. If anything,

individuals with higher income are likely to be less risk averse before treatment, and

hence one might expect the effect of changes in risk aversion to be greater for these in-

dividuals. But the results are not consistent with this prediction. Overall, these find-

ings suggest that the effect of peer financial distress on individual borrowing behavior is

driven by individuals updating their beliefs on the probability (and cost) of experiencing

a negative economic shock.

5.3 Alternative Mechanisms

Though the findings so far establish ‘changes in beliefs’ as a mechanism through which

peer financial distress affects individual borrowing, I also examine some other channels

that may contribute to this effect. Specifically, I consider three other mechanisms doc-

umented in the extant literature that may drive these findings. First, individuals may

borrow less if the debt level declines for their peers following default, i.e. peer effects of

household debt, documented in Georgarakos et al. [2014]. It is likely that the debt level

may decline for peers following default because their credit score declines and hence,

they may find it more difficult to borrow. So, the ‘peer effects of household debt’ channel

would predict that individuals borrow less following peer default.

Second, lower borrowing for treated individuals may be driven by peer effects of con-

sumption documented in the literature (for e.g. Agarwal et al. [2017], Kuhn et al. [2011]).

Peers’ consumption is likely to decline following financial distress and if treated individ-

uals consume less owing to the ‘keeping up with the Joneses’ channel, they may end up

borrowing less. ‘Keeping up with the Joneses’ channel states that peers’ consumption is

an important determinant of an individual’s consumption as she attempts to match up
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to her peers. Third, peer financial distress may affect individual borrowing through a

risk sharing mechanism where individuals help their peers during financial distress. This

mechanism would predict that individuals consume (and borrow) less following their

peers’ default because they use a part of their savings to help the peers and hence experi-

ence a liquidity outflow themselves.

Each of these three mechanisms would predict that the effect of peer financial distress

on individual borrowing behavior will be greater for individuals whose peers experience

a larger shock. In addition, if individuals reduce borrowing because they update their

beliefs on the cost of facing a negative shock, one would also expect the treatment effects

to be more pronounced for larger economic shocks to the peers. I test this common pre-

diction in Table 10 and find results that are not consistent with this common prediction.

Column (1) reports estimates for for the treatment effect on debt-to-income ratio for in-

dividuals whose peers experienced different levels of financial distress as measured by

the default amount. Contrary to the prediction, the estimates suggest that the effect is

larger for individuals associated with below median levels of default amount, though the

third difference is not statistically different from zero. Columns (2) and (3) report similar

estimates for the effect on total debt and delinquency and find that the treatment effect is

statistically indistinguishable for the two groups (i.e. third difference is statistically not

different from zero). Hence, I find no heterogeneity in the treatment effect based on the

size of the shock as measured by the default amount.

Overall these results suggest that peer financial distress affects individual borrowing

as individuals update their beliefs on the likelihood of experiencing a negative economic

shock following peer default.

6 Conclusion

The role of household debt in precipitating the Great Recession has heightened inter-

est in understanding the determinants (and consequences) of household leverage. How-
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ever, the determinants of household debt and leverage are not well understood since the

level of household leverage (and unsecured debt) itself remains a puzzle, i.e. “no extant

model, whether neoclassical or behavioral, can generate enough credit card debt” (Zin-

man (2016)). Using detailed credit and employment data for the United States, I examine

the effect of peer financial distress on individual borrowing to better understand and

highlight the role of beliefs and preferences in determining household debt and leverage.

I find that individuals whose peers face a health-shock and default, have lower lever-

age, borrow less, and are less likely to become delinquent following peer financial dis-

tress. These effects are stronger for individuals with higher ex-ante leverage and credit

card utilization, and lower income and access to liquidity, suggesting that individuals

borrow less following peer financial distress because they update their beliefs and assign

a higher probability to experiencing a negative economic shock following peer default.

Overall, these results highlight the role of beliefs in determining household debt and

leverage. And show that preferences and beliefs are also shaped by peers’ experiences

along with individuals’ own experiences as documented in the extant literature.
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Figure 1: Healthshock Distribution Across Geography & Time

This figure plots the distribution of healthshocks across counties and months.
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Healthshock Distribution by Time
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Figure 2: Leverage

This figure plots estimates for the dynamic difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that
estimate the effect of peer delinquency on individual leverage:
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where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month t;
Pre � PeerDe f ault(�k) (PeerDe f ault(k)) is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i, k months
before (after) her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the
same ZIPcode and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X
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i,t represents
different measures of individual leverage. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level. Vertical
bars denote standard errors at 5% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3: Debt

This figure plots estimates for the dynamic difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that
estimate the effect of peer delinquency on individual debt:

y
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where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month t;
Pre � PeerDe f ault(�k) (PeerDe f ault(k)) is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i, k months
before (after) her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the
same ZIPcode and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that
includes Income, Income

2 and Age; d
i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents
different types of individual debt. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level. Vertical bars denote
standard errors at 5% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4: How do Individuals Reduce Debt?

This figure plots estimates for the dynamic difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that
estimate the effect of peer delinquency on individual level debt characteristics:
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where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month t;
Pre � PeerDe f ault(�k) (PeerDe f ault(k)) is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i, k months
before (after) her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the
same ZIPcode and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that
includes Income, Income

2 and Age; d
i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents
different characterisitcs for various types of individual level debt. Standard errors are clustered at the
individual level. Vertical bars denote standard errors at 5% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5: Delinquency

This figure plots estimates for the dynamic difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that
estimate the effect of peer delinquency on delinquencies and credit score:
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where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month t;
Pre � PeerDe f ault(�k) (PeerDe f ault(k)) is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i, k months
before (after) her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the
same ZIPcode and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that
includes Income, Income

2 and Age; d
i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents
delinquencies and credit score. Vertical bars denote standard errors at 5% confidence intervals that are
clustered at the individual level.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

This table reports the sample statistics of the variables used in this analysis. The variables are reported in
subgroups of outcome, control and cross-sectional variables.

N Mean SD Median Min Max

Panel A : Outcome Variables

Leverage
Debt

Income

4,349,597 2.2 4.25 0.49 0 30
Debt

Assets

2,782,795 0.41 0.69 0.07 0 31.91
Debt Balances

Total Debt 9,286,881 61,468.59 114,022.1 9,937 0 999,995
Credit Card 8,227,098 4,115.23 6,985.68 1,287 0 50,000
Auto Loans 9,492,299 5,903.23 10,195.81 0 0 99,997
Home Loans 3,276,054 122,692.80 108,075.80 104,808 0 500,000

Credit Card Characteristics
Openings 8,391,035 0.01 0.1 0 0 1
Payments 5,159,376 895.48 2010.27 266 0 5000

Pastdueamount 1,398,755 2293.88 4413.45 809 0 49978
Utilization 7,700,729 0.36 0.39 0.2 0 1.5
Spending 5,041,076 897.36 2435.19 295 -49913 49991

Auto Loan Characteristics
Openings 9,495,685 0.001 0.03 0 0 4
Payments 3,001,093 447.04 3067.41 400 0 5000

Pastdueamount 575,004 4442.85 5212.08 2397 0 96054
Loan Origination Amounts 2,445,799 11237.25 16666.5 0 0 100000
Home Loan Characteristics

Openings 3,498,812 0.0001 0.01 0 0 2
Payments 2,234,899 1712.96 58098.64 1312 0 49978

Pastdueamount 321,253 17675.67 31352.55 6294 0 499633
Loan Origination Amounts 2,916,153 187805.5 116309.8 158456 0 500000

Loan Performance
Delinquency 9,495,685 0.01 0.1 0 0 1
Credit Score 8,390,982 665.3 119 678 1 839

Panel B : Control & Cross-Sectional Variables

Control Variables
Income (Monthly $) 4,349,597 3902.28 3519.97 2751.4 1000 30000

Age 7,874,110 40.54 14.15 39 18 70
Cross-Sectional Variables

Default Amount 9,495,685 21,518.80 20,611.00 15,318 10,001 562,255
Age difference 2,544,562 14.1 11.8 11 0 31
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Table 2: Summary Comparison - Treated vs Control Individuals

This table presents descriptive statistics that compare treated and control individuals. The sample consists
of 30,260 treated individuals, and 97,209 control individuals employed at the same firm with the same job
title as the treated individuals but located in a different location and living in a different state whose peers
did not default. All variables are calculated for the month that is three months before treatment which is the
base month in this analysis. The last column reports the difference in means between treated and control
groups. *, ** and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Treated Control Treated-Control
N Mean Median N Mean Median (Mean)

Debt

Income

15,863 2.258 0.47 47,661 2.26 0.49 -0.002
Debt

Assets

9,385 0.42 0.07 31,508 0.42 0.08 0.0001
Credit Card Debt 24,477 4043.76 1301 85,709 4098.73 1309 -54.97

Auto Loans 30,300 5517.12 0 96,045 5431.04 0 86.08
Home Loans 9,253 122895.01 104864 36,334 122641.3 105963.5 253.71

Credit Card Utilization 21,708 0.355 0.23 80,065 0.35 0.18 0.005
Income (Monthly $) 13,056 3878.59 2737.22 36,944 3910.02 2792.22 -31.43

Age 24,078 40.51 40 81,907 40.64 40 -0.13**
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Table 3: Costs of Medical Defaults

This table reports estimates for the variants of the following regression that estimate the cost of defaulting
on medical bills:

y

i,t = bDe f ault

i,t + d
i

+ d
t

+ e
i,t

where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month
t; De f ault

i,t is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i during the months after her
medical bills end up with collection agencies; d

i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and
y

i,t represents access to credit, i.e. credit scores and account openings. The last three columns interact the
De f ault

i,t with dummy variables, Above and Below, that take a value of one when the collection amount is,
respectively, above and below the median value. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level and
reported in parantheses. *, ** and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Credit Score Credit Card
Opening

Auto Loan
Opening

Credit Score Credit Card
Opening

Auto Loan
Opening

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Default -16.192*** -0.003*** -0.001**
(1.669) (0.001) (0.0004)

Default⇥Above -20.114*** -0.004*** -0.001**
(2.605) (0.001) (0.0004)

Default⇥Below -12.159*** -0.003*** -0.0004
(2.358) (0.001) (0.0005)

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 182,141 182,141 136,104 182,141 182,141 136,104
R2 0.666 0.029 0.029 0.666 0.029 0.029
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Table 4: Peer Financial Distress and Individual Leverage

This table reports estimates for the difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that estimate
the effect of peer financial distress on individual leverage:

y

i,t = bPeerDe f ault

i,t + d
i

+ d
t

+ gX

i,t + e
i,t

where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month
t; PeerDe f ault

i,t is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i during the months after
her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the same ZIPcode
and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that includes
Income, Income

2 and Age; d
i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents different
measures of individual leverage. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level and reported in
parantheses. *, ** and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Debt

Income

Debt

Assets

Debt

Income

Debt

Assets

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Peer Shock -0.040*** -0.068*** -0.087*** -0.061***
(0.013) (0.007) (0.022) (0.008)

Controls No No Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3,891,974 2,292,823 3,891,974 1,293,768
R2 0.555 0.734 0.793 0.766
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Table 5: Peer Financial Distress and Individual Level Debt

This table reports estimates for the difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that estimate the effect of peer financial distress on
individual debt:

y

i,t = bPeerDe f ault

i,t + d
i

+ d
t

+ gX

i,t + e
i,t

where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month t; PeerDe f ault

i,t is an indicator variable that
takes a value of one for individual i during the months after her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living
in the same ZIPcode and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that includes Income, Income

2 and Age;
d

i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents different types of individual debt. Standard errors are clustered at the
individual level and reported in parantheses. *, ** and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Total Debt Credit Card Auto Home Loans Total Debt Credit Card Auto Home Loans
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Peer Shock -2,134.03*** -210.323*** -194.344*** -5,158.317*** -3,182.81*** -207.075*** -182.999*** -6,363.542***
(325.22) (29.907) (57.863) (1,084.05) (496.64) (49.026) (76.66) (1,524.77)

Controls No No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 9,286,881 8,227,094 8,227,094 3,047,350 4,033,754 4,019,344 4,063,351 1,754,144
R2 0.834 0.75 0.624 0.825 0.856 0.805 0.673 0.843
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Table 6: How do Individuals Reduce Debt?

This table reports estimates for the difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that estimate
the effect of peer financial distress on individual level debt characteristics:

y

i,t = bPeerDe f ault

i,t + d
i

+ d
t

+ gX

i,t + e
i,t

where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month
t; PeerDe f ault

i,t is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i during the months after
her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the same ZIPcode
and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that includes
Income, Income

2 and Age; d
i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents different
characterisitcs for various types of individual level debt. Standard errors are clustered at the individual
level and reported in parantheses. *, ** and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Panel A : Credit Card

Openings Utilization Payment Spending Openings Utilization Payment Spending
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Peer Shock -0.0001 -0.019*** -30.429*** -62.421*** -0.0002 -0.014*** -21.098* -50.914***
(0.0002) (0.003) (8.299) (5.237) (0.0002) (0.003) (11.612) (6.434)

Controls No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 8,227,094 7,062,264 5,077,330 4,827,054 4,063,351 3,378,278 2,654,222 2,510,949
R2 0.032 0.69 0.559 0.528 0.047 0.736 0.562 0.547

Panel B : Auto Loans

Openings Origination Amt Payment Openings Origination Amt Payment
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Peer Shock 0.00003 -365.336** 42.172 -0.0001 -343.067** 40.559
(0.00005) (149.867) (26.248) (0.0001) (139.107) (32.252)

Controls No No No Yes Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 8,227,094 3,580,922 3,002,564 4,063,351 1,904,614 1,328,806
R2 0.022 0.713 0.72 0.032 0.684 0.747
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Panel C : Home Loans

Openings Origination Amt Payment Openings Origination Amt Payment
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Peer Shock 0.0001* -9,284.282*** -77.172*** 0.00002 -10,361.340*** -67.651***
(0.00004) (1,612.09) (970.159) (0.0001) (2,220.62) (1,023.25)

Controls No No No Yes Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3,139,494 3,073,320 2,053,423 1,806,509 1,766,831 1,210,058
R2 0.042 0.921 0.723 0.045 0.931 0.754
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Table 7: Peer Financial Distress, Loan Performance & Credit Score

This table reports estimates for the difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that estimate
the effect of peer financial distress on loan performance and credit score:

y

i,t = bPeerDe f ault

i,t + d
i

+ d
t

+ gX

i,t + e
i,t

where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month
t; PeerDe f ault

i,t is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i during the months after
her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the same ZIPcode
and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that includes
Income, Income

2 and Age; d
i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents different
measures of loan performance and credit score. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level and
reported in parantheses. *, ** and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Panel A : Delinquency & Credit Score

Delinquency Credit Score Delinquency Credit Score
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Peer Shock -0.001*** 10.94** -0.001*** 8.87**
(0.0002) (4.30) (0.0003) (4.09)

Controls No No Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 9,495,685 8,390,982 4,063,351 4,063,351
R2 0.034 0.815 0.059 0.882

Panel B : Delinquency Measures

Credit Card Auto Loans Home Loans
Delinquency Delinquent

Amount
Delinquency Delinquent

Amount
Delinquency Delinquent

Amount
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Peer Shock -0.001*** -56.166* -0.00004 64.266 -0.0001*** -1,544.713*
(0.0003) (32.776) (0.0001) (110.782) (0.00003) (931.706)

Controls No No No No No No
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 8,227,094 1,389,163 3,785,399 353,484 3,139,494 256,954
R2 0.033 0.807 0.033 0.913 0.023 0.764
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Table 8: Heterogeneity by Ex-ante Leverage & Credit Utilization

This table reports estimates for the difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that estimate
the heterogeneous effect of peer financial distress on individual level debt and delinquency based on ex-
ante leverage:

y

i,t = b1PeerDe f ault

i,t ⇥ Above + b2PeerDe f ault

i,t ⇥ Below + d
i

+ d
t

+ gX

i,t + e
i,t

where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month t;
PeerDe f ault

i,t is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i during the months after her
peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the same ZIPcode and
employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that includes Income,
Income

2 and Age; Above (Below) is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for treated individuals if their
leverage ratio was greater (smaller) than the median leverage ratio three months before peer default; d

i

are
individual fixed effects; d

t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents measures of individual level debt and
loan performance. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level and reported in parantheses. *, **
and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Debt

Income

Total Debt Delinquency Debt

Income

Total Debt Delinquency
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Peer Shock⇥Above -0.114*** -3,924.303*** -0.002** -0.144*** -4,244.18*** -0.001**
(0.025) (911.007) (0.001) (0.03) (1,230.98) (0.0005)

Peer Shock⇥Below 0.047 -650.147 -0.0004 -0.059* -2,370.361** -0.0005
(0.038) (900.986) (0.0003) (0.032) (966.761) (0.0003)

Above-Below -0.161*** -3274.16*** -0.0016* -0.085** -1873.82 -0.0005

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cross-Sectional Variable Leverage Leverage Leverage Credit
Utilization

Credit
Utilization

Credit
Utilization

Observations 3,679,587 3,834,180 3,850,314 3,482,660 3,642,096 3,647,803
R2 0.792 0.848 0.058 0.792 0.848 0.057
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Table 9: Heterogeneity by Income & Access to Liquidity

This table reports estimates for the difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that estimate
the heterogeneous effect of peer financial distress on individual level debt and delinquency based on in-
come and access-to-credit:

y

i,t = b1PeerDe f ault

i,t ⇥ Above + b2PeerDe f ault

i,t ⇥ Below + d
i

+ d
t

+ gX

i,t + e
i,t

where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month t;
PeerDe f ault

i,t is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i during the months after her
peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the same ZIPcode and
employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that includes Income,
Income

2 and Age; Above (Below) is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for treated individuals if their
income/credit utilization was greater (smaller) than the median income/credit utilization three months
before peer default; d

i

are individual fixed effects; d
t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents measures
of individual level debt and loan performance. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level and
reported in parantheses. *, ** and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Debt

Income

Total Debt Delinquency Debt

Income

Total Debt Delinquency
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Peer Shock⇥Above -0.053** -2,790.317*** -0.0005 0.032 517.905 0.002
(0.024) (1,036.07) (0.0004) (0.032) (1,460.92) (0.002)

Peer Shock⇥Below -0.134*** -4,406.486*** -0.001*** -0.175*** -6,634.205*** -0.003***
(0.036) (1,256.27) (0.0004) (0.028) (714.351) (0.0005)

Above-Below 0.081* 1616.17 0.0005 0.207*** 7152.11*** 0.005**

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Cross-Sectional Variable Income Income Income Credit Score Credit Score Credit Score

Observations 3,012,891 3,129,285 3,141,068 3,610,106 3,763,480 3,779,360
R2 0.783 0.841 0.046 0.792 0.848 0.057
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Table 10: Heterogeneity by Default Amount

This table reports estimates for the difference-in-differences regressions of the following form that estimate
the heterogeneous effect of peer financial distress on individual level debt and delinquency based on default
amount:

y

i,t = b1PeerDe f ault

i,t ⇥ Above + b2PeerDe f ault

i,t ⇥ Below + d
i

+ d
t

+ gX

i,t + e
i,t

where each observation corresponds to an individual-month combination for individual i during month
t; PeerDe f ault

i,t is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for individual i during the months after
her peer defaults on a liquidity shock, where peers are defined as individuals living in the same ZIPcode
and employed at the same firm with the same job title; X

i,t is a vector of control variables that includes
Income, Income

2 and Age; Above (Below) is an indicator variable that takes a value of one for treated individuals
if the default amount on their peer’s default was greater (smaller) than the median default amount; d

i

are
individual fixed effects; d

t

are month fixed effects; and y

i,t represents measures of individual level debt and
loan performance. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level and reported in parantheses. *, **
and *** represent significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Debt

Income

Total Debt Delinquency
(1) (2) (3)

Peer Shock⇥Above -0.075*** -4,063.588*** -0.001***
(0.028) (858.367) (0.0004)

Peer Shock⇥Below -0.099*** -2,593.995** -0.0003
(0.03) (1,265.08) (0.0004)

Above-Below 0.024 -1469.59 -0.0007

Controls Yes Yes Yes
Individual FE Yes Yes Yes

Month FE Yes Yes Yes

Observations 3,891,974 4,046,204 4,063,351
R2 0.793 0.85 0.059
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